Popular
ideas to b
o
your busi ost
ness
with Air!

Original Air-fill Designs
Add perceived value to this popular air-fill design by creating a
gumball with Deco Bubbles and adding fun 260Qs. You can also
incorporate 9" and 14" air-fill Microfoil® balloons to tie in a theme.

TIP:
Modify these
quick-to-create
designs to fit any
occasion!

TIP: Add
value to
Bubbles with
160Qs!
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Design concepts on pages 2 and 3 by Lisa Swiger, cba, of Blooming Balloons in Raleigh, NC, USA.

Cup and Stick Designs

Transform the idea of a traditional centerpiece or delivery with 24" Maxi Sticks and
Maxi Cups (see page 12). Create this versatile design by following the steps below.

TIP: Add
value to your designs
with Curly 260Qs, 160Qs,
260Q bubbles, or
MasterBow® Ribbon.
Visit MasterBow.com
to see the full line
of ribbon.

TIP: If you don’t
cover the Maxi Stick
with a 260Q, you can push
it farther into the cup for
more stability. (Try this
technique if you can
get by with using
a white stick.)

TIP: Save time
by gluing the cups
onto tiles in advance
so they’re ready to
assemble when you
need them.

Instructions
Step 1:

Step 2:

Step 3:

Step 4:

Step 5:

Cover the Maxi Stick
with a 260Q.

Hot glue a Maxi Cup
(upside down) to
the tile.

Insert the Maxi Stick
into the cup
on the tile.

Glue another Maxi
Cup onto the other
end of the stick.

Roll up the neck
of your balloon
tightly with a 260Q
scrap and then tie it
into the cup.
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350Q Designs

When paired with a substantial base of larger sized clusters, a
350Q can make a sturdy stand-up design and it will fit in most
cars — making it great for a cash-and-carry piece. Top off the
design with an 18" Microfoil or 22" Bubble, or be bold and
twist a topper like the flower shown. It’s super easy to make
once you practice and it packs a perceived value punch!

TIP: If more
stability is needed,
make the 350Q shorter.
A heavier weight and
bigger clusters at
the base will also
provide additional
support.
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Design concepts on pages 4 and 5 by Lisa Swiger, cba.

646Q Stand-up Designs

Create this classic design with no helium by adding more clusters to the bottom for
a sturdier base. Add value by wrapping Non-round balloons around the 646Q or
incorporating Curly 260Qs. This design works great as a decor element or a delivery.

TIP: Use
Conwin’s 60/40
regulator to create
the design with larger
Microfoil® balloons, or just
to conserve helium — see
page 13 for more
information.
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Disposable Base Plate

Developed by Patty Sorrell, cba, of Royal Events & Entertainment in Peabody, MA, USA, this
disposable base plate is inexpensive, easy to create, perfect for air-fill deliveries, and great
when you don’t want to return for your base plate.

To create a disposable base plate you will need the
following items (which can be found at a hardware store):

Round Lampholder Cover
(screws included)

½” Steel Set Screw Connector

16x16 Oriented Strand Board
(Particle Board)

½” EMT Conduit
Plastic Party Tablecloth

Create
this base for as
little as $6.00 — it’s
easy to figure
into your
cost!

How to create a disposable base plate
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Step 1:

Step 2:

Step 3:

Step 4:

Using the two
screws, fasten
the lampholder
cover to the center
of the oriented
strand board.

Twist the set
screw connector
into the
lampholder
cover.

Cover the
oriented strand
board with a
plastic
tablecloth.

Insert the
EMT conduit
into the set
screw connector,
and tighten
the screw.

"No-Helium Here" Bouquets

Created by Sandy Pressley, cba, of Creative Balloons in Warren, MI, USA, these air-fill
bouquets are longer-lasting, and can be used for a centerpiece or delivery.

TIP: A

second collar
underneath a
Bubble Balloon® will
add more stability
if needed.

Secret
accessory
for creating these
bouquets: Ceiling tile
wire sold in 6' lengths
at your local
hardware store!

TIP: If the
assembled “bouquet”
doesn’t fit inside your
delivery vehicle, keep the
base and the wires
separate during transport.
Then, tape the wires
onto the pedestal
on-site.

Find instructions for creating
these bouquets under “Instruction
Sheets” on qualatex.com.
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Cash-and-Carry Made Easy
Increase everyday and seasonal sales with these
quick and easy ideas. Display the long-lasting
designs in your store to encourage impulse
sales — because you'll sell what you show!

TIP: Solid-color
Bubbles last for months
once they’re inflated, so it
is better to inflate all four in
the package immediately
after opening to keep the
remaining stock from
drying out.

How to create a Solid Bubble Base
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Step 1:

Step 2:

Step 3:

Insert a small washer
inside an uninflated 5"
latex balloon. Place the 5"
latex in the center of an
uninflated 15" Solid-color
Bubble. (For a latex-free
version, simply tie a length
of string onto the washer.)

With your fingers, grasp
the washer from the other
side of the Bubble so
that the plastic material
is wrapped around the
washer. Tie off tightly
with a 260Q scrap. (For a
latex-free version, tie off
with a length of string.)

Carefully inflate the Bubble
with a hand pump (it
should still have some
wrinkles on the seam).
Hide the Bubble’s neck by
taping it back with clear
packing tape. The neck of
the 5" latex and the 260Q
scrap create attachment
points for a weight and
other components.

Cash-and-Carry Made Easy
Create an appealing display
that’s perfect for grab-and-go
designs by gluing floral
foam to the bottom of a
rectangular container. Insert
the sticks into the foam, and
cover with shred. Add perceived
value to the display with 160Q
“leaves,” or a small collar on the
neck of the balloon. You can also use
lengths of curled BalloonRibbon™
or a small bow.

Heat Seal Like a Pro

Sealing non-valved Microfoils requires
a heat sealer, like the Mini Seal® or Maxi
Seal® by Premium Balloon Accessories®
(see page 13). Here are some helpful tips
to ensure a proper seal:
Test the setting
Make sure the heat sealer is not set
too high or too low. Usually a setting
between 3 and 4 is recommended for
sealing Microfoils.
Inflate the Microfoil
Use a hand pump to carefully inflate
the Microfoil. Do not allow any air to
escape while you prepare to heat seal
the neck.

Get creative with your containers! These everyday items are great
for accenting cash-and-carry items:
• Cocktail glass
• Milk bottle
• Water jug
• Flower pot
• Vase

Check for creases
Make sure there are no creases in
the neck of the Microfoil prior to
heat sealing.
Position the balloon
Place the balloon under the bar of the
heat sealer and press down firmly for
a few seconds before releasing.

Learn how to expand
your air-fill offerings and
increase your profits with
air-fill classes from Qualatex®!
See the “Shows & Events”
section on qualatex.com
for more information.
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Wedding Designs

Add a touch of elegance to any wedding with air-fill designs. Building
decor with air gives you the flexibility to create designs in advance
and book several weddings in one weekend. Air-fill designs also
allow you to offer more budget-friendly and grab-and-go options
for brides. Find helpful instructions for beautiful air-fill wedding
ideas under “Instruction Sheets” on qualatex.com.

Colin Myles, cba
Party Time
Dundee, United Kingdom

Luc Bertrand, cba
wAw Balloons
Vichte, Belgium

TIP: Create

a separate
portfolio and idea
book specifically for
air-fill wedding
decor.
Based on an original design by
Frederic Holterhoff, cba
ballon-deco.fr
Vigneux-sur-Seine, France
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Wedding Designs

TIP: Accent
your wedding
balloon decor with
coordinating Qualatex®
MasterBow®. Visit
MasterBow.com to
see the full line
of ribbon.

Luc Bertrand, cba
wAw Balloons
Vichte, Belgium

Visit Instruction Sheets on qualatex.com
and select Air-fill Designs to see them ALL
in one place!
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Accessories to the Rescue
Check out these balloon accessories and experiment with
how to use them in your air-fill designs.

Sculpting Frames

Cover
with 5"
balloons.

Star Sculpting Frame
FAU #71445 (Case Pack: 25 Frames)
Finished size: 50" x 46". Requires
about 280 5" Qualatex® balloons.

Heart Sculpting Frame
FAU #71448 (Case Pack: 25 Frames)
Finished size: 36" x 40". Requires
about 180 5" Qualatex balloons.

Balloon Arch Kit
NM #60573
Includes 4 poles, 3 connectors, and 2 C-clamp
mounts. Finished size: 11 linear feet. Width
extends between 63" to 84". Requires about
150  5" Qualatex balloons.

Balloon Sticks, Cups & Seals

Qualatex®
Stand-A-Balloon Holders
A revolutionary new way to display Qualatex
latex and Microfoil balloons without helium!
Qualatex Stand-A-Balloon holders are rust free
and can easily be inserted into the ground or
attached to a corrugated sign, providing a
professional way to hold balloons in an
upright position for extended display.

16" Magic Balloon Sticks (100 ct.)
LO #25560 Clear / LO #25561 Blue / LO #25562 Red
Translucent-clear and decorator-quality. Available in ruby red,
sapphire blue, and diamond clear. Suitable for air-filled latex
and foil balloons.
© Premium Balloon Accessories

12" Balloon Saddles White
KZ #79748 (100 ct.)
Used with 11" and smaller air-filled
latex balloons & 14" and smaller
air-filled Microfoil balloons.
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NH #30298 24" Maxi
Stick White (100 ct.)
NH #30299 Maxi Cup (100 ct.)
Suitable for use with
larger-sized latex and
foil balloons.

LO #47740 Qualatex 16" Balloon
Straws™ White (100 ct.)
LK #47737 Qualatex 24" Balloon
Straws™ White (100 ct.)
		 Heavy material prevents cracking
or splintering and superior balloon
support on both 16" and 24" .
LP #47741 Balloon Saucers (100 ct.)
LW #47745 12" Clip-N-Stick™
Balloon Holders (100 ct.)

Medium Stand-A-Balloon
BCA #62976 (10 ct.)
For balloons from
16" to 24".

Large Stand-A-Balloon
BCB #62977 (10 ct.)
For balloons
from 30" to 36".

Magic Balloon Wands™

Accessories to the Rescue

Increase balloon sales with Magic Balloon Wands™, created specifically for air-fill balloons.
This innovative and unique accessory is made of durable material, and available in three
translucent colors. Use them with Microfoil, Latex, and Bubble Balloons.
• Makes all balloons MAGICAL with the
“Cool Corkscrew” look!
• Air-filled and eliminates the need for helium.
• Durable, translucent, magical colors of Ruby
Red, Sapphire Blue or Diamond Clear.
• For use with 18" Microfoil ®, Bubble, or
up to 16" latex balloons.
• Exciting new concept to increase sales!
Ruby Red
Sapphire Blue
Diamond Clear
DFR #24435 (40 ct.) DFR #24436 (40 ct.) DFR #22860 (40 ct.)

© Premium Balloon Accessories

HI-FLOAT® Accessories

Precision Air®

Air-filled balloons treated with ULTRA HI-FLOAT®
maintain their original size much longer than untreated
balloons. Treating air-filled balloons with ULTRA HIFLOAT is ideal for store displays and other air-filled
arrangements intended to last for several weeks.
By treating all your air-filled balloons with ULTRA HIFLOAT, the balloons in your decor will maintain
their original size and shape much longer.

The Precision Air automatically sizes air-filled latex balloons
without the use of heavy cylinders, noisy air compressors, or
time-consuming templates. Electrical unit provides digital
timing to accurately size two air-filled balloons simultaneously
at the touch of the foot pedal control. Inflates 5"-24" round latex
balloons and specialty latex
balloons, 2" in diameter and
larger. New Calibration Tool
enables you to keep your
Precision Air precisely
calibrated at all times,
eliminating the need
for factory service.
Includes:
• Foot Pedal
• 6ft. Powercord
• Calibration Tool
• Carrying Case

Calibration
Tool in Use

Contact your distributor or visit conwinonline.com for ordering information.

HI-FLOAT products available for purchase in international
markets only.
ULTRA HI-FLOAT
DAS #84932 473ml (16 oz.)
A 96-oz.
Includes pump
(2839ml) bottle
ZVG #80229 710ml (24 oz.)
of ULTRA HI-FLOAT
ZVH #80230 2.84L (96 oz.)
DAX #80295 HI-FLOAT 		 treats more balloons
Dispenser
than a full gallon (128

Balloon Inflator
60/40 Helium /Air Latex Regulator
KU #43671
Decrease helium use and maximize savings
with a 40% air and 60% helium mixture.

oz./3785ml) of
SUPER HI-FLOAT!

Heat Sealer
ULTRA HI-FLOAT is an aqueous solution containing a
special water-soluble plastic. It dries inside the latex
balloon to form a barrier coating that helps hold in air.
ULTRA HI-FLOAT is a trademark of the HI-FLOAT Co., in Louisville, KY, USA.

Microfoil Heat Sealer 4"
LH #10008 - 4" 110V
DAZ #31748 - 8" 230V Euro
Seals 4" and 9" unvalved
Microfoil balloons.
© Premium Balloon Accessories
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Party Decorating Made Easy
Offered exclusively by Pioneer Balloon Company®,
Balloon and Party Hangers are:
• Innovative Sticky Clips
• Perfect for hanging air-filled balloons and decor in seconds
• Fun for kids
• Great alternatives to pins or tape
• Peelable adhesives that will not mark walls and surface

BAC #41667 Balloon Hangers

BAC #41670 Party Hangers

BAC #41666 Balloon Hanger –
Clip Strip (12 pkgs. per strip)
BAC #41786 Balloon Hanger –
Counter Display

BAC #41669 Party Hanger –
Clip Strip (12 pkgs. per strip)
BAC #41787 Party Hanger – 		
Counter Display

(12 pkgs. per bundle)

(60 pkgs. per display)

NO
HELIUM
REQUIR
ED!

Ideal for
point-of-purchase
sales. Display them
on the counter or
slat wall.

(12 pkgs. per bundle)

(60 pkgs. per display)

How It Works:
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Step 1:

Step 2:

Step 3:

Stick the plastic
clasp to the
wall.

Place the neck of
the balloon into
the round slot.

Enjoy! The clasp
is invisible on
the wall!

Patent Pending, U.S. 12/814,689 and EC 10165883.9 Registered Designs, U.S. 29/376,703 and EC 001209084-001/005

Useful Tips
Useful Tips for Creating
Air-fill Designs
1. The key component to stabilizing most air-fill
designs will be 4- and 5-balloon clusters.
2. Never apologize to your customer for not having
helium! Embrace the opportunity to educate
them on the impressive and unique designs you
can create with air.
3. Don’t be afraid to experiment with different
accessories to see what products work best for
your designs.
4. If you have to use extra or disposable materials,
don’t forget to build them into your cost.
5. It’s faster to use the auto foil regulator on the
nitrogen tank than to hand pump Microfoil®
balloons and possibly damage the valve.
6. When heat sealing air-fill Microfoils, make sure
to press down firmly on the neck of the balloon
for a few seconds before releasing so that the
seal takes hold. Seal twice!
7. Don’t reinvent the wheel for every design!
Look at existing designs you’re already
creating, then open the Qualatex® catalog
to see how you can change out the balloons
for different occasions.
8. Check out the Business Boosters on
qualatex.com for more everyday and
seasonal air-fill designs.
9. Take advantage of working with air, and create
long-lasting design elements in advance.
10. Make sure to take quality pictures of your air-fill
designs to help customers visualize what you
can build. Consider creating a separate portfolio
and idea book specifically for air-fill designs.
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Contact your Qualatex ® distributor:

SB-PP1206042 USA ©2012 PBC Item: #41855

T H E A I R - F I L L A DVA N TAG E CO N T E S T

Get
Social
and
WIN!

Win

Free
Upload pictures of your best air-fill
Qualat
ex
designs to the Air-fill Advantage
P
r
®
o
duct!
Contest folder* on the Qualatex
Facebook page. Contest photos will be
accepted throughout the month of October.
Designs must be air-fill only. Entries will be judged
by originality, creativity, and the use of the Principles and
Elements of Design. Designs must be created using only
Qualatex balloons. Multiple entries per person or
business are welcome.
* Photos MUST be uploaded to the Air-fill Advantage Contest folder.
Only photos in the Air-fill Advantage Contest folder are eligible to win.

